RUBBISH TRUCK
(STEEL FRAME)
PENRHYN QUAY

SOURCE - FIELD MEASUREMENTs, PENRHYN CASTLE 10.75
WHEEL 1½" DIA DOUBLE FLANGES
2'1½" W/8

HALF PLAN

CLOSED END

OPEN END

SCALE 16 MM = 1 FOOT

AXLE ENDS PROTRUDE
RUBBISH TRUCK
(WOODEN FRAME)

PENRHYN QUAY

Source - Field measurement Penrhyn Castle 1875

Source - Field measurement Penrhyn Castle 1875

WHEELS 1 3/4" DIA
DOUBLE FLANGED & CURVED SPOKES

2'1" W/B

Scale 16 mm = 1 foot

CLOSED END

OPEN END